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he word Covid-19 raises caution as no other word ever has. Not even the words “war” or 
“death” have been as scary as “Covid-19”. 

Cases of a new coronavirus fi rst emerged in late 2019, when a mysterious illness was 
reported in Wuhan, China. The cause of the disease was soon confi rmed as a new kind of 

coronavirus, and the infection quickly spread across countries. 

The world went under complete lockdown!

In our modern world of advanced technologies such as AI, self-driving cars, and trips to Mars, we 
are on lockdown, socially distanced by a banal and, at fi rst glance, prosaic viral respiratory infection. 
How can this be explained? How, in the world of modern medicine, where we bravely discuss gene 
editing, human design, and the possibilities of combating human disease, are we completely defeat-
ed by a viral infection? These are questions we scientists often discuss during our regular webinars 
and digital meetings. And yet we cannot fi nd any logical explanation…

Covid-19 has threatened the modern world and commanded a major change in our way of living, our 
way of communicating, and our whole working process. We went digital!!

With the successful development of a vaccine and treatment protocol, this disease will eventually 
disappear, or at least fatal cases will be reduced to near zero. But how shall we exit the crisis pro-
voked by the infection within us—the crisis provoked by the fear of losing our work and our monthly 
income, which can overwhelm our whole being!!

Stress, stress, and stress – this is the world we now live in. We strive to reduce our stress, and med-
itative and psychotherapeutic techniques teach the importance of inner regulation. The best way to 
combat stress is to focus on what makes us happy and relaxed, because stress, no matter the source 
or type, leaves marks on our genes and adds chemical molecules that control our genetic activity for 
generations to come. Take, for example, the Dutch famine at the end of the Second World War. For 
months, the German occupation of the Netherlands left the country under complete lockdown. This 
was accompanied by extensive stress and lack of food. Women pregnant during this period gave birth 
to children small in size who, later in life, suff ered from metabolic syndrome, Type 2 diabetes, and 
cardiovascular disease. Medical records of these individuals show extensive change in the epigene-
tic profi les of the genes involved in their metabolism and overall maintenance of their physiological 
functions. These records were the fi rst proofs linking stress to changes in gene activity, and showed 
that these changes continued on for many generations. Since then, a lot of additional data has accu-
mulated linking stress with changes in gene activity. The most striking fact about these changes in 
gene activity is that they are transmitted to future generations.
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In this time of Covid-19, we will witness a similar outcome. People under lockdown, stressed by their 
changed way of life, stricken by the fear of becoming homeless, poor, and without any way to survive 
the economic crisis will, undoubtedly, experience impacts on their genes. Years will pass before we 
can detect these changes and track them in future generations. It is certain that the pandemic and 
the stress it causes in almost everyone will have changed our epigenetics, and will lead to increases in 
mental disorders and other pathologies. Special attention should be given to these emerging dangers. 
It will require the joint eff orts of scientists, medical doctors, psychotherapists, and policy makers to 
track down the epigenetic changes induced by the pandemic and its impact on human health. 

Particular care should be given to the mental health of all of us living under the pandemic and to our 
future generations.
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